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P.B.P. 9 VOLGASES
P.B.P 10 CARRATICUS

P.B.P. 11 BODECIA
P.B.P. 12 CARTIMANDUA

P.B.P. 13 DECEBALUS

P.B.P. 14 SAPOR
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lb A ; Guu Heavy Spearmen
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IbA 11 Ron an Legionnaires
I5A11 Pers lan Light Spearmen

ENGLISH CIVIL WAR

1b E 1 Roy list Musketeers
lb t 2 Royalist Cavalrymen
1b t i Rou dhcad Cavalrymen
lb b 4 Mou Hcd Dragoons
lb b b Ami ery Crew
lbh b Hike men in Morions

Ibk / Cuirassiers
Ibb 8 Roundhead Musketeers
lb b 9 Rou dhcad Pikemcn
1bElO Dismounted Dragoons
lb E 11 Royalist Command Strip
lb b 12 Rou dhead Command Strip
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EDITORIAL

Yesterday, in a rather sad fashion
I camsup against what is probably the
most frustrating and seemingly insuper
able facet of wargaming.

For some weeks we had been organis
ing an all-day Napoleonic wargamo be
tween Ken Chapman and his two sons against Chris Ijcott and myself. Maps were ex
changed, forces allocated and tactical plans conceived until that bright moment when
we faced each other across Ken's attractive new wargames table. It was not long
before disaster struck us, co-nrr.er.cin • with smiling dissension that, with the passing
of the game, merged into fierce argument until in the early evening we found it so
impossible to agree on one particular aspect of the game that it was abandoned by
mutual agreement.

How was it that this rroup of three mature men and two teenagers, one about to
go up to Oxford and the other in the Sixth Form of a Grammar School, backed by years
of friendship and mutual ivspect, were unable to find sufficient points of agreement
to finish what is after j1 only a game?

The simple answ- 1 .. 'r the fact that our concepts of Napoleonic warfare so
widely riiffered as i 1 oimost incapable of being reconciled with each other. This
occurred in spite .he fact that to^eth^r we h?d been to the battlefield of
.'nterlco on two lengthy occasions and had taken part in the recent tour of Welling
ton's Peninsular battlefields in Spain. We had all read Jac Weller, Fortescue,
Oman, "apier and Chandler together with personal accounts of warfare of the period
by Kincaid, Harris, Costello and Surtees. Notwithstanding, our associated battle
field tours and discussions together with our reading had produced in our minds a
wide assortment of views on the ability and potentiality of the troops and the tactic:
of the period. Couple with that the Chapman's deservedly overwhelming but perhaps
slightly distorted views on the British Army of the Peninsular V.'ar and the result was
a rather sad and acrimonious day.

Herein lies the greatest obstacle to wargaming becoming a majority-hobby.
Do-vedly formulating rules that emphasise his concepts, whether they be accurate or
misguided, the worrramer views with ill-concealed disgust and frustration any other
rules that preclude his preconceived manoeuvres or permit tactics that he considers
to be wildly inaccurate. It is not unknown in our hobby for a player to be chary of
performing some rather brilliant tactical manoeuvre simply because he is conscious
that he will have to fiercely argue to support its legality! Of course, the degree
of arguing and tolerance varies in strict relation to the militancy and temperament
of the wargamers concerned - I confess rather ashamedly that, when fighting*with
other people's rules, I tend to volubly question every decision that differs from my
own rules!

With human nature such as it is, can there ever be an answer to this unfortunate
aspect of our hobby?

JON FEATHERSTCNE

Subscription Hates:

Advertising Rates:

£2.30p United Kingdom; Overseas £2.45p» #6.50 U.S.A. and Canada
including Bank Handling Charge. Single Copies 20p (55c U.S.A.),

Full Page - £6.60p (#17.00).
Half Page - £3.30p ($8.50!
Quarter Page - £1.65p (#4.25,
Eighth Page - .83p (?2.15j



FIRING INTO

THE BROWN!

PROBLEM OF PH3 MONTH

During a war ;ame, when a unit's morale become:;
poor, sometimes it is ruled that they shall "re
treat in rout (ending with backs to the enemy) a
full (or a 'charge') move." Often, to do t'"is jots

the hook" or out of trouble as they
(without any deductions for turning
if cavalry). How best can this be

a unit "off

just ;o bac
or wheeling
handled?

IIIKT OF VHE MONTH by A.'US.Cooks.

ocOoo---

The Airfix Waterloo ii.'l.A. set contains no mounted runners. To avoid the s'"--ct-

acle of '-miners on foot running at a ,-allop I bought five meta-l horses (not run
horses) and five ?..:.'.A. drivers. The latter, deprived of their whips and mounted on
the horses, make passable mounted gunners.

While the gun is novin -, these ride with the Airfix .r.ounted officer by its side,
and the dismounted Airfix 'un-crew, (number ei-'ht), remains in the box. r. unlinher
ing, the mounted gunners (5), the Airfix mounted officer (l) and the "irfix limber-
gunners (2), ei.rht in all, go back into the box and the Airfix gun-crewt also ei lit
in number, take over. The six horses are led off by the -unner shown heovin • at a
wheel and the one with the short rammer (or worm or whatever it is), leaving a suffi
cient -un-crew of six. The one with the telescope is taken to be the o ticer.

00O00

RULE OF THE MONTH

During the era of the muzzle-loading smooth-bore musket, laboriously loaded with
the aid of a ram-rod, weapons were very carefully loaded under supervision before -o-
in.- into action. This meant that in battle, the first volley was normally more effec
tive because of less mis-fires than the volleys that followed; nor would ram-rods be
left in barrels by fri'/htened soldiers loading under the stress of action. This C3n
be reflected on the wargames table by giving an increased value, say 50-,., to the effect
of the first volley of musketry fired by a unit. In addition, this has the tactical
effect of causing a unit to be carefully manoeuvred and sheltered until such time as
its volley can be delivered in a most effective manner at an appropriate moment.

00O00

The better the infantry, the greater the need to husband it, and support it by
good batteries. Good infantry is without doubt the backbone of an army, but if it
has had to fight for some length of time a -ainst very superior artillery, it will be
demoralised and destroyed. It may be that a general, a more skilful manoeuvrcr than
his opponent, may, with his superior infantry, bo successful in a part of the campaign,
although his artillery is much inferior; but, at the crisis of a general engagement
he will bitterly feel his weakness in artillery.

"Napoleon's 'far Maxims"

BOOK REVIEWS - Continued fro;;-. Page 27.

collect the armies of World War II, particularly the Russian campaign, then you will
find this an invaluable aid.

JUNKERS Ju 52 IN ACTION by Uwe Feist, (ll" x B*"; 50 pages, innumerable photo
graphs with two pages in full colour. Sauadron/Signal publications Aircraft Ho. Ten
- 25.95).

Well up to the standard of past volumes in this series and packed with interest
ing photographs, many of them available for the first time.



(JuEST \\/rITER OF THE /^ONTH
- Charlie Wesencraft

CHAOS AT FLODDSN FIELD

I was enjoying my lunch in the works canteen when the phone rang. It was the
3.B.C.

"Was I the Mr. Wesencraft who played with toy soldiers and had a plasticine
T.odel of the battlefield?" I set off to explain that it wasn't quite like that wnen
the voice cut me short. "Was this the battle fought between Surrey and James IV,
where the En-lish surrounded the Scots and the King was slain?" I replied that that
was a rough summary, but - "How long would it take you to prepare your toy soldiers,
etc., for us to film them?" I estimated about a week. "Good," said the voice, we
will be waiting for you when you return from work tonight. It will only take about
three quarters of an hour." The phone went dead. I nearly accompanied it.

I could do no more work that afternoon and left about 3-00. It took me an hour
to clear away an English Civil War battle that occupied the table and to reconstruct
'iranxton Rid.-e and quickly mount the troops on movable trays of vynal tile. The
door opened and the room filled with people. They all had Christian names and lamps
and cameras,and smoked.

I had prepared a 6' x 4' layout, with tha forces in the positions they had
occupied at 4 o'clock on the day of the battle.

"That's great," said the Director" "s-. ".:'•, in the wrong position for shoot-
in° and thut'hill is too high - but otherwise - great." I reduced the hill, moved it,
turned it. Out went the village of Branxton, away went the roads - "Too much detail,
old chap, must keep it simple you know. Otherwise it will only confuse the viewers.

I decided to take a firm stand against the invaders. Lid they actually under
stand the battle? :;o, it was readily acknowledge, that was my job. I was in
command of the situation at last! I launched into a brief resume of the events that
led up to the battle, the assembly points, the skilful outflanking movement. The
first skirmish. I moved to the table and refought the battle with a few practiced
movements. My after dinner talks normally last about an hour but this time I raced
through it in about ten minutes flat from start to finish.

"Great," said the Director, "we will now condense that to one minute of screen
time." Inflated, I sat down. One minute! Fight a battle! Move all the pieces!
Explain tne moves! impossible! I have spent longer throwing dice for a single
melee. "Its not impossible," said the Director. "We will cut out all that fancy
movement at the start and begin with the King about to char-e." I was no longer in
command (in fact, on reflection, I doubt if I ever had been).

We would have a rehearsal. Before six pairs of critical eyes - a seventh if
you include the wide-lensed monster in the corner - I began. It had been agreed
(when I say agreed 1 mean I had been told) that I would sit in a chair at one end
of the table and move all the figures from that position. My meek protests about
not having six foot arms were ignored. If I had to prove awkward, would I please
remember not to rise more than twelve inches, otherwise the top of my head would
be lost. As I am balding, I couldn't see that this would be much of a loss. How
ever, I agreed to yet another request.

By the time the i:ing had died four times it was decided that filming would
begin. Half the figures had by now disappeared. My interesting details about the
quarrel between Lords Hume and Huntley were out - in fact, so were their Lordships.
After all, they were irrelevant, weren't they? "Well," I muttered and having failed
with a straight no, it was agreed to forget them. "It would only confuse the view
ers. "

By now it was me that was confused. I kept referring to troops that had been
removed, failing to emphasise the words English and Scots, to point or wave to the
different groups as I spoke. I was not allowed to refer to a group as a "battle".



The room was getting hotter thanks to the li hts. They were drinking my beer - but
not me. I had to concentrate. They finished all the chocolate biscuits. I could
not get my tongue round "The flower of Scottish Chivalry." Words came out in a
jumble - or not at all! "Wave your hands!" "Please sit down!" "Lets start that
bit again!" It was suddenly silent and still. It was all over. The Director was
smiling - it must have been the beer. It had taken three hours. It will run for
one and a half minutes!

Even in my final despair I realised that one and a half minutes do not a
programme make. "What else would happen," I ventured. The Director beamed. He had
a great idea. Lots of schoolkids from both sides of the border would be assembled,
filled with propaganda and turned loose upon each other in a glorious punch-up. Not
on the actual field, of course (that didn't really look right and this may confuse
the viewers).

"And where did my bit fit in?" "Oh, it will, never fear," he said as he closed
the door. "Never fear." But I do! ..hat have I done?

COUNSELS OF WAR.

by

Capt. lenjamin King ('....',...r~y)

""he world of wargaming has progressed much since * friend and I accidentally
discovered a copy of "Little Wars" about eighteen years ago. Unfortunately the seeds
of destruction have already been sown. The problem lies in the area of command and
leadership, '..-hen I started wargaming it was assumed that a Dlayer* s individual
genius or ineptitude decided the day regardless of the army he commanded. This is
no longer the case, however. With the present passion for "accuracy" and "realism"
the player with a less popular army is at a disadvantago. The Napoleonic era is a
typical example.

Take the player who has a Russian or Austrian Army. It is difficult to remember
a set of rules where the Austrians and Russians are able to do things as well as the
French or the British. In several cases the individual soldier is not worth as much
as the French or British soldier. ;ven the poor Prussians are beginning to feel the
pinch. This kind of thing has got to stop. How is a player interested in wergsming
going to stay interested if the odds are stacked against him from the start? Sver«-
one seems to have for.-otten .lylau or Sealing. These battles certainly don't seem to
indicate that the Russians or Austrians were lesser men. That the ouality of leader
ship was poor in the Russian and Austrian Armies is granted. Isn't it up to the
player to change that quality and replace it with his o;;n?

Another problem is that the educated Francophile or \r. -lophile has a list of
instances to indicate the accuracy of their rules that -give the other army adefinite
superiority.

Let us take some instances then. How about Ba-len? That must clearly demon
strate the superiority of the French soldier. What about the performance of the
British at New Orleans? Does this indicate that the British soldier war. inferior?
Hardly. In both cases the quality of leadership was lacking. In the former case
the troops became unwillin: prisoners; in the other they were slaughtered.

If players are bound and determined to fraft the jjenius of the Duke of .Velling-
ton or Napoleon Bonaparte to the little lead and plastic figures before them the
hobby of wargaming is doomed.

BATTLE REPORT OF ?}U MONTH - Continued from page 15.

.use his cavalry as more than just a threat in being. The mar-in of victory was very
narrow, only 54 Confederate infantry remained on the field of battle at the end to
face 27 Federal. The mitigating factors from the Confederate point of view were

his divisional general (with the exception of one at the very end) did not even
appear on the battlefield. The action lasted 10 hours.
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presents
a new comprehensive range
of 25mm Napoleonic figures
INCLUDING OFFICERS, STANDARD BEARERS

DRUMMERS AND BUGLERS FOR ALL ARMS

AND ARTILLERY CREWS

British, French,Prussian.Austrian,Russian,Spanish

Bugler French Hussars

A RANGE OF OTHER FIGURES AVAILABLE

GREEKS - ROMANS -TURKS -GAULS - GOTHS

NORMANS-SAXONS - ENGLISH CIVIL WAR

Infantry 6p Cavalry I4p

Cataloge 5p 23 Grove Road Leighton Buzzard Beds



EXCEPTIONAL MORALE

by

Alan Smith

I have often read that rules do not allow for a unit to do something extraordin
ary and I would like to offer two ideas for solving the problem.

At the beginning of / move. A unit during the game may be asked to perform well
(i.e.-situation usually desperate). To do this 5 dice are thrown and the following
factors added:-

Old

C B A Old Guard Guard Elite

4 6 8 9 10

C-in-C present + 1. In walled defence (town) + 2(?). Napoleon present + 2.

If result is 25 or over, the unit may ignore all morale throws this move. If
the throw succeeds, the unit may throw again next move adding +1; then adding 2 after
that and so on until failure. (This throw mu3t be continuous and no gaps are permit
ted,- neither in preparation of units and it cannot be used if unit routing or retreat
ing. A minimum throw on the dice alone is set at 18; this is a "die-hard" and every
time a die-hard is achieved, subtract 1 from minimum as well.

If a total 3core of less than 19 is obtained the difference between the score

and 19 is subtracted from morale from then on.

1. Thi3 19 remains unchanged at all times so a unit mi-'ht obtain a die-hard and
suddenly fail. This is to simulate a sudden crack in morale.

2. Any subtraction due to failure of obtaining 19 oust be made to dice if the
unit tries again for a die-hard.

3. A minimum dice throw of 10 is required at all times to obtain a die-hard.

The second idea takes place at the end of the move. If a unit is required to
stand when morale requires it to fall back or is required to advanced but morale
rating prevents, then the following course may be taken. It cannot be used for
cavalry attacking a square.

1. Note the morale required to carry out orders.

2. Throw 5 dice:-

c 11

Class: H G F E D

Addition: 7 3 1 5 2

Amount required for Number needed
Minimum

satisfactory morale on 5 dice

1 17 10

2 18 11

3 19 12

4 20 13

5 21 14

6 22 15

7 23 16

8 24 17

9 25 18

10 or more 26 19

If the minimum is not a chieved, the unit will rout off the table.

Add to score if C-in-C present (50:nmi) <-l (one unit only): Napoleon (5C mm) 2
(one unit only).

If minimum is achieved, but not the required number then the unit will carry out
original orders but infantry must retreat 400 mm and Cavalry 600 mm.. NOTE: If
original morale state indicates ''.OUT, then unit will rout the above distance.



To the 5 dice add following:-

Amount Required AH 3E CG DP Old Guard Old Guard Elite

0 0-1 +1 +1
0 0-1 +1 +1

0 0-1 +1 +1
+1 0 -1 +1 +1
+1 0 -2 +1 +2

+1 0 -2 +2 +2
+1 0 -2 +2 +2

+1 0 -3 +2 +2
+1 0 -3 +2 +3
+1 0 -3 +3 +3

1 +1

2 fl

3 +1

4 +1

5 +1

6 +1

7 +2

8 +2

9 +2

10 or more +2

If the amount obtained equals etc., that required then the unit will act for one
move only but must throw for any required morale throws this move.

NOTE: It is not permitted to do the second method at the end of one move and the
first method at the beginning of the next move. Also every subtraction obtained due
to first method are included in second method.

Note on i-orale

A very rood (elite veteran) troops
3 above average

C Above average to below average
D below average to complete rubish

H excitable A i,e. Young Guard.
E " B i.e. British Cavalry.
G " C i.e. French line etc.

F " D i.e. Spanish, militia, etc,

I also notice in most rules that it is not possible to mass bad battalions to
gether to rgise their morale, another idea I have in my rules.

I HAVE BEEN TO.... SOME AUSTRIAN MUSEUMS

by Dave Watson

As anyone who has met me will tell you I am mad about the Austrians. Those who
have met my Austrian wife will no doubt realise why. They make good coffee for one
reason and that, to a wargamer is almost as important as good beer. I have a slight
advantage then which enables me to spend some time each year in the Heeresge3ch'cht-
liches Museum at the Arsenal in Vienna; The Jager Museum at Bergisel in Innsbruck
and/or the Schloss Pottenbrunn Tin figure museum outside Vienna. All places well
worth a visit if you are in Austria.

The main museum at the Arsenal contains whole galleries on Napoleonic and Seven
TearsWar, Arms, Armour, paintings and other militaria. It is worth visiting also for
the huge amount of pictorial material, sketches, etchings, etc. I have spent a whole
day wading through just some in the Napoleonic section. I stood so long making notes
that the guards began to get fidgety. There is also a large Naval section with a
really splendid cutaway model of the Unites Veribus. There is an artillery hall with
some giant guns in it and some penetration test data invaluable to the lst-2nd World
War types. Also for the 1st World War people there are rows of "What-the-butler-saw"
machines with real photographs of all the fronts which concerned Austria. Especially
featured are the more Alpine regions.

Outside Vienna and Pottenbrunn Castle (completely rebuilt) the dioramas of all
periods have to be 3een to be believed. Photography is allowed. The diorama of
Leipzig (Napoleonic) has some 7,000 figures in it and covers a huge area. These
dioramas are all of flats and although I am not personally a 'flat man1 I found them
magnificent. Allow yourself a day to visit if you are in Vienna and have transport.

An afternoon is well 3pent if you are in Innsbruck which is a part of Austria
that more Britons get to (on their way south it seems). I found the staff to be not
as co-operative here at most other places but maybe it was an 'off day'. Andreas
Hofer features strongly naturally but there is a lot of information there on later
periods including the Franco-Austrian War, the Second Schleswig War, the Austro-
Prussian War and the First World War - anywhere in fact that the men of the mountains
served. The dioramas are not all flats in this museum. Incidentally one learns
rather a lot about Bavaria here; this nation being old enemies of the Tyrolean people.

My brother-in-law works in a bookshop in Vienna so if any reader wants help on
literature (in German of course) I would be happy to put him in touch.
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WARSHIPS

1/1200 Scale Die Cast Metal V.'aterline Models

Tri-ang Minic Ships: Fainted and Assembled

At never to be repeated prices

Cruiser H.M.S. Superb - 17?;p Vigilant Class Frigates - 12hp
Battle Class Destroyers - 12§p Whitby Class Frigates - 12ip

• Daring Class Destroyers - 12§p Ton Class Minesweepers - 7|p

Post and Jacking 2ip per item. Over £5 Post Free. S.A.8. for list of Ships and Harbour
Installations.

Napoleonic WARGAM5S FIGURES by S.E.G.I.: .

What you have always wanted, perfectly proportioned wargames figures in correct anatom
ical scale. Easily converted to your requirements. Matching the popular 25mm scale. Make
a superb diorama at little cost. Latest issues:

Marshal of Prance Mounted - British Rifleman - British Guardsman.

Foot Figures 7&P each. Colour Bearers Foot 15p each. Cavalry Figures 20p each. Cavalry
Standard Bearers ?5p each.

Postage and Packing 5p per order. LISTS FREE.
"ML OHDEH DSPT., LOWER 3ALL00 ROO, CROOMSPOST, Co.DOWN 3T19 2LU.

Telephone: GR00H3P0RT 387

THE LITERATURE OF WARGAMING
BOOKS BY DONALD FEATHSRSTONE - Personally inscribed and signed by the author.
"WARGAMES" - £1.90p. (#6.00).
"NAVAL WARGAMES" - £1.65p. (#5.75).
"AIR WARCAMES" - £1.65p. (#5.75).
"ADVANCED WARGAMES" - £2.40u. (#7.00).
"WARGAME CAMPAIGNS" - £1.90p. (#6.00).
"WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES - 5000 BC to 1500 AD" - £3.00p. (#0.00).
"BATTLES WITH MODEL SOLDIERS" - £2.50p. (#7.25).
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"MILITARY MODELLING" - C2.05p. (#6.10).
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"AT THMM WITH THE BAYONET!" - The 1st Sikh War 1845-6. £1.65p. (#5.75).
"MACDONALD OF THE 42nd" - £3.20p. (#8.50).
"OLD 3RITISH MODEL SOLDIERS. 1895-1918" - L.Richards. £1.65p. (#5.75).

A Series of handbooks dealing with wargaming:

1. Rules for Ancient Wargames (1000 BC to 900 AD) by Tony Bath.
2. Rules for Mediaeval period by Tony Bath.
3. Rule3 for 1750 period in Europe (with supplementary rules for operation in

America) by Tony Bath.
4. Rules for Napoleonic Wargames by Donald Feathorstone.
5». Rules for American Civil War games by Donald Featherstone.
6. Rules for late 19th Century Wargames (including Colonial Wars against Natives)

by Donald Featherstone.

7. Rules for 1917 period wargame in German South-West Africa (including rules for
early tanks, armoured cars, etc) by Donald Featherstone.

8. Rules for 1944 Normandy-type wargame by Philip Barker.
9. Pike and Shot - English Civil War by Donald Featherstone.

20p each (50c) or the set of 9 for £1.50p (#4.00) including postage.
"WARGAMES TERRAIN" - 55p. (#2.00).

These publications can be obtained by sending cash with order to WARGAMER'S
NEWSLETTER.



SUPERIORITY IN ARMS

by

D. Clark

As I began with my article "Anglophilia?" in Wargamer's Newsletter No.118 the
arguments over the need to 'level' the ideas about the relative fighting prowess of
different nations, I wonder if I may be permitted another go? The comments made by
Mr. Haythornthwaite in issue No.134 set me thinking as his views are diametrically
opposed to my own.

First, to define a nation's performance as being based on something as intang
ible as 'National characteristics' is extremely hazy and would lead to the perform
ance being relatively fixed. However, history indicates that the fortunes of
nations and their armies go through periods of rise and decline. For example, Louis
XIV, through a combination of personal drive, exploitation of economic potential and
discipline, made the French army the most feared in Europe between" 1667 and 1716.
When the direction from above faltered, as it did between 1716 and 1792, the French
army went into a decline which only the Revolution and Napoleon stopped.

In the place of Mr. Haythornthwfiites 'National characteristics' I would put a
far more definite combination of:-

a) Leadership.
b) Training.
0) Efficiency, quantity and quality of equipment,
dj Supply.

It is largely because Britain has usually supplied an adequate number of all
these to her armies, that the British army has had such a good record. In all armies
leadership is probably the most important single factor and, when combined with the
others, the effect can be devastating (witness the success of German arms under
Moltke)'. However, if armies are denied any or all of these factors, the result is
military collapse or impotence.

On the subject of 'Tommy boshing', may 1 say that nothing is further from my
:-.ind, but I do wish to be objective and to put the subject of 'National Characteris
tics' into perspective. 3ritain has produced only two really outstanding commanders
who have received general European accloim - Marlborough and Wellington, moreover,
her armies have been led, more often than not, by commanders who were adequate. As
her army has alwuys been small, it has been economically feasible to keep it up'to
date in equipment (in the Peninsular, for instance, the British were probably better
equipped than the French). As with most small armies, training has always been of a
high standard and, fighting wars as part of a defensive coalition and on friendly
territory, her supply problems have often been minimal (Colonial campaigns, of course,
excepted).

British armies, since 1688, have generally enjoyed all the factors (as I see
them) which make for successful performance in war. However, this is not to say that
it is necessarily superior to others. 3ritain has enjoyed a technical superiority
over all those native kingdoms which she absorbed during her period of Imperial ex
pansion, while her island position gives her certain strategic advantages over all
her enemies.

One of the points in Kr. Haythornthwaites' arguments I would most strongly con
tend is his assertion that, "it is not the prosperity of nations that ultimately has
an effect on the field of battle". History has, however, indicated that economics is
a vital factor in warfare. (if this was not 30, then why has Britain bothered to
blockade every enemy since 1701?)

Ultimately, only standing armies are effective and only wealthy countries can
afford them. A nation's prosperity is therefore primary to the effective prosecution
of hostilities. Rome was successful largely because she could afford to equip a
permanent, well-disciplined, armed and led force, whereas her opponents could*only
rai3e tribal levies, semi-permanent forces with odd equipment.

All through history wealth has gone hand-in-hand with military effectiveness.
Thus the Knight was able to dominate the battlefields of the Middle Ages because he
could afford armour, arms and mounts to maintain his superiority. With the advent

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 23)
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WARGAMES RESEARCH GROUP
75 ARDINGLY DRIVE. GORING-BY-SEA. SUSSEX

Have three new releases - or rather two and a bit - the "bit" being
the 4th Edition (Yes indeed) of the Ancient Rules, 1,000 BC to 1,000 AD.
This Edition included all amendments to date and in adition has two new
appendices, dealing with scale and base sizes, etc., for use with 15mm
figures, and a supplement with rules for Sword and Sorcery war-;aming.

Price is up, we are sorry, but the whole thing has had to be reset
with additional material. It will now cost 90p, post paid, in U.K. and
#2.60 in U.S.A. By the way, the ready reference sheets are now on card,
and much more durable.

The two new releases -

SETTING UP A WARGAMSS CAMPAIGN by Tony Bath.

Takes you right through the business of starting up in this most
fascinating pursuit, making up your own countries, population, resources,
supplies, pay, costs, characterisations - its all there. Tony 3ath, with
Don^Featherstone, is a pioneer and master in this art, and there is enough
in this book to start anyone off map making and creating civilisations of
his own.

£1.60p post free U.K., #5.00 U.S.A.

AMCI3NT NAVAL WARGAMSS HULKS by Richard Nelson, who f;ave us Wnrfleets
of Antiquity.

These rules are specially intended for use with Fleets and Squadrons,
and incorporate Moral and Reaction test appropriate to the field, as well
as points values and capabilities of all the types of fi ;hting ships shown
in Warfleets.

65p post free U.K., #2.40 U.S.A.

All our other rules and books still available -

INFANTRY ACTION 1925/75 - 50p U.K., #2.00 U.S.A.
1750/1850 (including Napoleonic) - 50t> U.K., #2.00 U.S.A.
ARMOUR/INFANTRY 1925/50 - 85p U.K., #2.60 U.S.A.

Reference books -

ARTIES OF MACEDONIAN AND PUNIC WARS - £1.30p O.K., #4.00 U.S.A
ARMIES AND EHBHIES OF IMPERIAL ROME - £1.75p U.K.. #5.50 U.3 A*
WARFLEETS OF ANTIQUITY - fil.JOp U.K., #6.00 U.S.A.

Finally, and ever increasing in popularity, that diabolical game
DECLINE AND FALL, with Goths, Vandals and Huns setting about the Roman
Empire from 375 AD to 450 AD, in a challenging, historically based, and
hilarious four player game, with full opportunities for Diplomacy and
all the situations that go with it.

£3.30 (including 30p VAT) plus 30p postage in U.K., U.S.A. #9.50
surface mail paid.

Theres lots more in the pipeline too - just remember the name -
SEASTRIKE - no, we'll call you!

From good and far-sighted model and book shops, or direct from

WARGAMES RESEARCH GROUP,
75 Ardingly Drive,
Goring-by-Sea, Sussex.



SOME THOUGHTS OH CAVALRY USE IN

NAPOLEONIC WARGAMES

by

Bruce Quarrie

Following my recent comments on the use of
artillery in Napoleonic Wargames, the Editor asked
whether I had any further ideas on tabletop practi
calities, so I thought it might be useful to con
sider some aspects of cavalry tactics.

One thing which must always be remembered in
wargaming is that, no matter how well researched,
how meticulous or how detailed the rules, there
are always loopholes, inconsistencies and special circumstances which the thoughtfml
wargamer can take advantage of to the discomfiture of his opponent. This is not
cheating - it is simple common sense!

To give an example which occurred during a recent game I witnessed, a regiment
of French hussars were charged by a regiment of Russian cuirassiers. Normally, of
course, they would have been simply hocked to pieces. In thi3 case, however, taking

advantage of their superior speed and monoevrability, they about-turned, cantered
away from the charging cuirassiers, and about-turned again at the end of their move.
They were then in an ideal position to counter-charge the cuirassiers on the follow
ing move, while they were tired and unformed as a result of their charge having
failed to make contact. The result - complete rout for the cuirassiers after heavy
casualties. The French player was last seen happily painting 'Pour le Merite' awards
on each of his hussars' chests!

This is a typical example of how a loophole in the rules can be used to great
effect; needless to say the rules were hastily altered by their author! So it is
worth studying your particular set of rules every bit as thoroughly as you study the
real-life tactics and battles.

Something else which is often forgotten is that light cavalry, like light
infantry, could operate in open order. So if the rules you use provide for an extra
saving on any force protected by a skirmisher screen (and if they don't, get them
changed!), hussars can be used to shield a body of heavy cavalry from fire while it
is moving into position for a charge.

A careful study of your rules will undoubtedly 3how up similar points which can
be used to great advantage. For example, in most rules lancers have a very high
.'impact' or 'charge' factor, usually higher than cuirassiers in fact. They are not,
of course, nearly so effective in a confused melee. So, if you are menaced by heavy
cavalry, counter-charge them with lancers, who will probably win the first round of
the melee, leaving the 'heavies' thoroughly disordered. This is the time to with
draw the lancers and charge in with a fresh squadron of your own heavy cavalry. If
you leave the lancers in the melee for a second round, they will almost invariably
be cut to pieces by the heavies, and you will have lost your first round advantage.

Similarly, in a situation where cavalry cannot charge - for example, whilst
moving downhill - lancers themselves can be safely met with ordinary light cavalry
- hussars, chasseurs, etc. Since neither side will be charging, the lancers'
superior impact factor will be lost and the hussars will be able to tackle them on

equal terms. In all cases though try to keep a squadron or regiment of cavalry in
reserve to support a melee, then if things go wrong initially you should 3till be
able to save the day (unless, of course, your opponent also has a reserve!)

Always remember that cavalry are expensive troop6: they were the elite arm of
their time, taking far longer than infantry to train and, of course, costing more to
feed and equip: so look after them. If possible, shield them from any possible
artillery fire by placing them behind a hill, wood or group of houses until they are
needed. Above all, don't let them get shot et from the flank! If you are making a
charge, be very sure that your opponent cannot zero in any of his gun batteries
across your cavalry line during the move, or the chances are they will never make it!
Sinilarly, be very wary of moving cavalry within musket range of a wood or village
unless you are positive it is clear of enemy troops.

11
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Some types of cavalry - for example, French dragoons - were trained to operate
on foot, horses being supplied when and as available, and one sees many instances in
wargames of dragoons being despatched at the beginning of a game to secure some
tactical objective such as a village or hilltop. Personally I would never recommend
this because I consider it a gross waste and misuse of the cavalry arm. You also
run the risk of having the dragoons' horses dispersed or captured, which leaves you
with a dozen infantry. On top of thi3, dragoons do not come out very well under
most sets of,'rules while they are acting on foot; they are only armed with carbines
for a kick-off, and will almost inevitably be thrown out of their objective by the
first formed battalion of enemy infantry to arrive. So if you must dismount your
cavalry, make sure they are accompanied by at l«ast one horse gun and some addition
al cavalry support, and move 3ome regular infantry into the objective at the earliest,
possible moment.

One'use of cavalry which is particularly effective but not often seen on the
average wargames table, is their deployment as a threat to a" enemy advance. If,
for example, your opponent is advancing snme infantry columns across country towards
your lines, you do not need to charge them in order to halt them; all you need do is
move to within your cavalry's charge distance, when the infantry will be forced to
form square or risk being ridden down unformed while trying to form square. With
the infantry in square and the cavalry outside their musket range, the advance is
halted (since squares can at best move only very slowly if they are to retain their
integrity), and your artillery gunners can have a field day. A wise commander will
usually accompany a" infantry advance with some of his own cavalry, s~ two units of
cavalry or more may be required - one to force the infantry into square, the remaind
er to deal with the supporting cavalry.

Just a final quick note - if you are the proud possessor of a Russian ar™y you
have one cavalry fonce which was unique: the Cossacks. As anyone who has read
accounts of the 1812 campaign will appreciate, the Cossacks were a real 'terror'
weapon, erupting from woods or the mist to strike rapidly a«d disappear again almost
before the French could recover their wits.

In a wargame you can take advantage of the fact that Cossacks did not fight in
any regular formation, but charged in a mad bunch. Since this is their normal
method of fighting they should not be counted as unformed, as regular cavalry would
be under like circumstances. Thus they can move through woods, emerge the other
side and charge straight away, without taking the normal period to reform; or fight
a round of melee, withdraw and charge again without reforming. Since the majority
of them were armed with lances this makes the Cossack a formidable opponent, and no
Russian army can have too many o** them!

MORE NEW RELEASES for THIS MONTH

ANCIENTS
GREECE

Connthn

PERSIA

CATHAGE
C3 Drummer
C6 Cmrcn Spearm

Class, ouackin
C1I Spanish Sculri.

Isvelin and sh

CHARIOTS

2nd

i/ilh Ilea

70p I VAT
and crow
70p I VAT

ROMAN EMPIRE
RE7 Auailu

RE8 Slinne

ASSYRIA
A3 Inlnnltymar

SANDERSON 54mm
..Mil 'I

SAN3 No

& shil
SAN4 Norman Fool Soldil
SANS Village Blacksmith
SANG Blacksmith's Appr.
SAN7 Woman carrying b.
SAN8 Village -Idiot- runn

ss shoulder
Fool Soldier slond-

s-lcgged Willi sword

GARRISON 25mm.

AVAILABLE FROM YOUR LOCAL STOCKIST. IF ANY DIFFICULTY
PLEASE WRITE DIRECT.

Rog. Office: 2 IMPERIAL DRIVE. NORTH HARROW. MIDDLESEX

LASSET
54mm.

1830 Carabinier Officer 1812-1815

L831 Carabinier Infaniry 1812-15

L852 French in Egypt- Fusilier

L853 French in Egypt- Grenadier

L870 French Grenadier of the Line 1798

L1650 Gaul Warrior orca-50 BC

FOOT E1.10 PLUS 10% VAT
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MOVES 1 and 2:

BATTLE REPORT

OF THE MONTH

A RE-FOUGHT CEDAR RUN

by

Randal Gray

HISTORICAL SETTING:

We re-fought the Battle of Cedar Run (9 August 1862) where Jackson's Corps pro
tecting the Virginia Central Railroad defeated Bank's I Corps of Pope's newly formed
Army of Virginia which was strung out in it's advance on Gordonsville. The campaign
of Second Bull Run followed when Lee brought the rest of his army from Richmond.

TROOPS AND OBJECTIVES:

Though I only had John Selby's chapter in "Stonewall Jackson" to go on I felt
the adapted terrain reflected the strong Federal defensive position. The orders of
battle similarly reflected Federal cavalry superiority and Confederate infantry and
artillery strength. Major-General N.P.Banks (Anthony Raymond) disposed of 4 infantry
brigades in two divisions (those of Williams and Shields) and a 19 strong cavalry
brigade (Brigadier-General J.P.Hatch) with two horse artillery batteries - total 138
men with 2 guns. Major-General T.J.Jackson (Randal Gray) commanded 6 infantry
brigades in three divisions (those of A.P.Hill, R.G.Ewell and C.S.Winder) with 4
field artillery batteries in all 171 men with 4 guns. Each infantry brigade had 24
men with one officer in 4 regiments of 6 men each with a skirmisher. The rebel ob
jective was to get 20 infantry onto the junction of the Culpeper and Gordonsville
roads behind the Federal position by the 12th move OR reduce Federal infantry strength
to below 30 in the same time; it was assumed as in the historical engagement that the
remainder of Pope's army would be arriving the next day. Each move represented 30
minutes.

TERRAIN AND RULES:

The battlefield measured 7*6" x 5'. The initial Federal deployment being re
stricted to the 4' x 2' area marked in red on the map along with the rebel objective.

Cedar farm was an Airfix thatched

cottage kit. The roads were mode
of cardboard strips and the rivers
of blue cloth. The hills were
green or brown books, and the woods
were composed of Merit fir and
poplar trees. The bridges were
constructed from mini-bricks. The
ploughed field (white mini-brick
walls) was of light brown corrugat
ed cardboard, the wheat field of
crayoned cardboard (Merit hedge
boundary), and the pasture field
of olive green painted cardboard
with a fence of Merit stone walls.
Morale rules were taken from the
superb chart in "Advanced Wargames"
Rifle range was 18" in volleys of
4. Artillery firing rules were
those in your A.C.W. rules hand
book. Movement and melee rules
conform to the spirit if not the

letter of that work. One special rule restricted rifle and artillery ranges to 6"
in woods and when firing into them. Movement, was simultaneous with written orders.

. |6o'i>etfc
•+3 c.s winder

i 1
O 'Mm ile.

Ccnftdttuic atfack^

R 5 EWELL

In their first move Gordon's Federal brigade spread out further on North Ridge
while J of Donelly's moved from it to begin climbing South Ridge. The remainder of
that brigade advanced with surprising speed towards the southern Culpeper Road bridge
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from the one by Cedar farm with one battery in support. Half Carroll's brigade with
its skirmis.hers moved down the Gordonsville Road to secure the bridge over the Cedar
Run. The other half moved out of Cedar farm joining the gun by the bridge. Kimball's
brigade detached its 4 skirmishers to the southern bridge and marched 12" in column
off the field. The cavalry also was retained off the field onto which it could come
anywhere along the 4' northern border of the Federal initial deployment area. The
Confederate tactical plan was very similar to that historically planned. Ewell
(Robin Cockett) was to carry out a turning movement via Slaughter Mt. (the Rebels
could come on anywhere along the south edge) with his two brigades and two batteries.
Branch's brigade of A.P.Hill's divisions was likewise to outflank the Federal right
while the other brigade (Gregg's) advanced in open order to its right towards the
Madison C.H. road and the woods. Garnett's Virginian brigade moved in open order to
the right of the Culpeper Road with the intention of taking South Ridge backed by the
Fredericksburg Va. Artillery on its left. The Stonewall brigade (Col.C.A.Ronald) de
ployed in open order on the Culpeper Road preceded by the Rockbridge Va. artillery.
In those first two moves nothing much happened to disturb the majesty of the massed
Confederate advance to the stirring strains of "The Sound of the Confederacy"
(Whitehall records L.P. - excellent tonic for defeated Southern generals!). Ewell's
error in not moving behind the southern outcrop of Slaughter Mt. cost him 4 men to
long range artillery fire. Skirmishers from both sides bickered incessantly around
the southern bridge and in the woods to its left.

MOVES 3 and 4:

Garnett extended his firing line, crossed the stream getting 5 men onto the
South Ridge facing 6 from Gordon's and Donelly's brigades who suffered severely in
the process of clinging to it. But one of Gordon's skirmishers overlooked in the
impetuous rebel rush killed Garnett with a lucky shot. Though Ewell's skirmishers
gave supporting fire from across the stream Garnett's brigade lost 6 other men that
move (the 4th) (20$ losses.) and deprived of its divisional general, who had gone to
confer with Ewell, morale cracked totally to -5; that meant 12" in rout per move with
no question of being rallied. The Stonewall brigade finally advanced in the 4th move
having lost \ of its strength with none but skirmishers firing a shot beforehand.
Gregg's 4x5 column touched the fringes of the wood, finally resolved to enter it,
as its skirmishers reached the stream. Branch got well beyond the Federal right
losing only 3 skirmishers covering his advance in the woods against Kimball's.
Donelly's brigade held the bridge firmly and deployed on its right to face Gregg.
14 men of Kimball's brigade marched on past the ploughed field to extend Donelly's
line. As Ewell's long infantry column snaked its way behind Slaughter Mt. the
artillery climbed this eminence (3rd move) and opened fire (4th move). One gun en
filaded Gordon the other fired on Carroll's Federals as they neared the Gordonsville
Road bridge causing 4 casualties. So far rebel losses were 57; Federal 22.

MOVES 5 and 6:

Jackson deprived permanently of the 14 survivors of Garnett's brigade grimly
resolved to keep up the pressure on the Federal centre and right to give Ewell the
best chance of success. The Stonewall brigade pushed to within point blank range
of the bridge crossing the stream on its right inflicting 10 casualties for 4 in 2
moves. Branch's brigade, after a long and successful flank march, wos destroyed as
a fighting unit in a single move. Skirting the N.W. corner of the woods -(5th move)
the column of 4 x 5 marched to cross the Cedar Run tributary just to the south of
the ploughed field but"uoxth'of the woods Banks brought on Kimball's remaining regi
ment from off the battlefield lining the eastern wall of the ploughed field with it
while moving another north to man the other half. Three of Kimball's skirmishers
moved to the north edge of the woods to enfilade the totally surprised southerners.
With a close order target at medium range and a bonus of 1 for each volley fired from
hard cover the Federals could not fail. Branch lost 9/20 men killing only 2. The
brigade, aided by A.P.Hill being within 6", made +1 in the subsequent morale test
which meant 12" in rout, with a chance of rallying, but 6 prisoners, including the
commanding general, had to bo yielded up to the skirmishers who were within the
statutory6". Cregg's brigade plunged resolutely into the woods suffering 11 casual
ties in these two moves but inflicted 8 though the 4th New York Battery fired canist
er in support of Donelly's infantry killing 7. At the end of the 6th move Jackson's
+3 morale value made the difference between standing firm and orderly temporary re
tirement for Gregg's South Carolinians. In the 5th move Jackson moved both his guns
to the right through Garnett's fleeing men in response to Ewell's appeals that the
Federal gun on the East corner of North Ridge be neutralised. This gun inflicted 9
casualties on Ewell's command before a lucky shot by the Fredericksburg Va. Artillery
put an end to its career (6th move). Ewell's guns swept the Gordonsville bridge
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with canister (9" increased to 15" thanks to firing from higher ground), exactly as
Jackson had forseen in his written instructions. Killing 7 of Carroll's brigade in
these two moves despite the shelter of the bridge. 8 more fell to infantry fire as
Ewcll brought every rifle to bear. The only blemish on this engagement that forced
Carroll's survivors to retire half a move in good order was that Trimble's brigade,
as a result of 20$ losses in the 6th move, had to do the same. In the 6th move 32
Confederate (including the 6 prisoners) losses were sustained and 23 Federal. In the
face of this terrible pounding Donelly's and Gordon's brigades, the latter had by
virtue of Garnett's repulse been able to detach a regiment to face Ewell, consented
along with the surviving artillery only to make orderly withdrawals.

MOVES 7 and 8:

Eweil's intervention had tipped the scales in the Confederate favour even though
Garnett's survivors ran off the battlefield in the 7th move and Branch's 5 in the
following move having failed to rally. Jackson now resolved to get his guns and
Ewell's onto the North Ridge most especially to decimate any Federal cavalry charge
against Ewell's infantry as they advanced to the crossroad. In the 7th move Banks
had only free use of Kimball's brigade which he employed to stiffen the front be
tween the northern bridge and ploughed field stream. In consequence of the enforced
Federal retreats of the previous move the Confederates lost only 1 man for 9- The
Stonewall brigade finally captured the southern bridge and swept on towards North
Ridge. Jackson's artillery reached the stream on its right flank firing as it ad
vanced. Ewell reformed his command preparatory to crossing the bridge killing 3
more of Carroll's men. In the 8th move the Stonewall brigade finally overreached
it::elf in its gallant advance. Only one man out of 5 who tried climbed North Ridge,
and the 4 men advancing along the Culpeper Road into the muzzle of the Federal gun
at the northern bridge were cut down by canister. Throwing for 50$ total losses and
20$ in the move, once again Jackson turned possible rout into mere retirement.
Gregg's men forded the stream with no loss. 3/4 Confederate guns advanced towards
North Ridge facilitated by Gordon's withdrawal into the pasture field to face Ewell
who now crossed the bridge pushing out a column on the right bank of the Cedar Run
to be outside the Federal cavalry move of 15".

MOVES 9 and 10:

In the 9th move only 4 further Federal infantry casualties were needed to se
cure Confederate victory but though all three guns climbed North Ridge they were not
inflicted, but one was - Colonel G.H.Gordon - which forced a good order retreat on
his brigade 5 of which would have to move across the pasture field deprived of hard
cover anyhow by the 4th Confederate gun firing down the Gordonsville Road. Artillery
fire also killed Colonel C.A.Ronald which forced a second orderly retreat on the
Stonewall brigade once again saved from rout by Jackson's presence. The Fredericks
burg Va. Battery lost 3/4 men to rifle fire from Kimball's brigade in Cedar Farm,
the rest of that unit formed a line along the ploughed field wall and hedges of the
wheat field. Leaving only skirmishers facing Gregg's 11 survivors just over the
stream. In the 10th move the hard won Southern victory was attained. None of
Gordon's 5 men in the open in the pasture field survived canister cross-fire. Only
2 others behind the stone wall died whereas the 4th New York Artillery inflicted 2
along with 3 by infantry fire on the head of Ewell's column just outflanking the
eastern wall of the pasture field. Tne battle finally died out with the onset of
night as A.P.Hill, having joined Gregg's men, had his horse shot from under him by
skirmishers.

CASUALTIES AND CONCLUSION:

The losses and their causes were as follows:- Federal -81+1 gun (27 to
artillery; 8 to skirmishers; 46 to infantry). Confederato - 104 (27 to artillery;
12 to skirmishers; 65 to infantry). The percentage losses were respectively 58 and
60 which is eloquent of the superb Federal defence. Equally illuminating were the
facts that 2 Federal guns firing 15 rounds killed as many men as 4 Confederate
pieces firing 29 and that 16 Federal skirmishers killed 12 men whereas 24 Confeder
ates killed 8. Some of this success is explicable by a long approach march being
forced on the Confederates and the defensive strength of the Federal position. But
Banks displayed tactical skill of a high order in repulsing Branch's brigade and ad
vancing so swiftly to hold as much ground as possible. Twice Confederate artillery
fired at skirmishers forgetful of the fact that they were unkillable by such means
and, though it did make excellent use of Slaughter Mt. and North Ridge the shooting
was less effective. The saving grace for the Southern cause was Bank's failure to

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4.
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F617
F618

F619
F620

F621

F622

F623
F624
F625
A606

A607
A608

A609
A610
A611

NEW 'COLONIALS' IN 15mm.

FROM PETER LAING

Additions to the new 600 series introduced last month

Zulu Rifleman firing, standing 4p
Zulu Rifleman advancing 4p
Zulu Rifleman firing, lying 4p
Zulu advancing with raised

Assegai 4p
Pathan in skull cap firing,

kneeling 4p
Boer advancing, rifle at trail 4p
British Bugler 4p
British Officer firing revolver 4p
British infantry firing, kneeling 4p
Gatling gun, 3 part kit 12p
Seated Gatling gunner 4p
Standing Gatling gunner 4p
15pdr field gun, 3 part kit 12p
Limber, 3 part kit 12p
Seated gunner 3p

A612

A613
M603
M604
M605
M606
M607

British artilleryman with har
spike

British Artilleryman with ahsl
Boer, mounted on pony
Boer, leading pony
Mounted Imperial Yeomanry
Artillery horse, with rider
Artillery horse without rider

NEW MARLBURIANS

A116 Howitzer, 3 part kit
A119 Gunner with bucket

A120 Gunner with cannon ball
NEW FEUDALS

F217 Armoured Norman spearman
kneeling

M207 Turkish horse archer

M208 Charging Norman, drawn sword

Send long S.A.E. for a lull list of other ranges: Marlburian.
Foudal. A.W.I. Ancients and E C.W. and sample figure

(state preference).

PETER LAING

11 Bounds Oak Way. Southborough,

Tunbridge Wells. Kent TN4 OUB
Tel: 0892-29911

Post and package extra. Orders up to CI. 12p; C2. 14p;
C3. 16p; C4, 18p; over £5 free.

ANCIENT SHIELD TRANSFERS

M A I ROMAN

MA 2 GREEK

•ffP.tf.DIC TRANSFERS

MM I UONS MM 2 EAGLES. BOARS FLEURS-de-LYS.CHEVRONS

PILES. MARKS OF CADENCE

M M 3 CROSSES. LABELS

MM 4 CHEQUY. LOZENGY. BARS . GYRONS

REGIMENTAL COLOURS CI8I5) SELF adhesive

Model III 11 Hire
7I barker road middlesbrough teesside

SIX DESIGNS I each x 54mm, 10 each x 25mm

12 DIFFERENT x 54mm 35x25mm 10 LAMBDA
40P

40P

Rl I 1st GUARDS. 1st 4th. 23rd. 32nd and 92nd FOOT

HI 2 2nd GUARDS.3rd.14th.27th. 40th and 52nd FOOT

H&P. 1.2 items 5p. Up to 5 items 8p,then 1p extra per item

NOW AVAILABLE! Prussian Infantry 1815 Colours. 2/3; 2/45 2/E Pruss.Gren.; 2/8; 2/9;
Lieb.Grena; 2/2; 2/5 plus blanks for completion as any regiment.

COMING! Russian colours then French.

TRY YOUR LOCAL DEALER BEFORE ORDERING

30P

4p
4P
8p

8p
8p
8p
6p

12p

4p

4P
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THE OTHER SIDE OF THE HILL

by

Richard Brooks

A correct understanding and use of reverse slopes is vital for both' offensive
and defensive tactics.

Defending them has the following beneficial effects. Since the position occupied
is not liable to observation one may surprise the enemy as he advances; indirect fire
may not be brought down accurately even when the position has been discovered; between
enemy attacks the position may bo moved leading to further surprise on his part and
finally the position may be evacuated or reinforced secretly and therefore safely.
Of course the defenders view is also limited, thus apparently reducing the possibility
of their firing effectively. However, their enhanced chance of survival means a
better chance of firing longer. Also the enemy will presumably hove to advance over
the crest to be suddenly fired on at close range. Anyway, if the ground is favourable
it should be possible, with modern weapons, to cover the front of one reverse slope
nooition from another a:; shown below.

i i \ r\ '' x '

It frequently hap] that the poor view and rig ranges from such mutually
supporting positions leads a commander to occupy the forward slopes. This is however
a generally disastrous step based on qui!' fallacious reasoning. Perhaps the Prus-

ans at Ligny did prefer to see their enemy but they got damnably mauled.

To hold a forward position is to lose all initiative to the enemy since it be
comes impossible to move to counter his attacks without being observed and therefore
countered oneself. Paradoxically to hold back is to minimise the disadvantages of a
defensive posture - the initiative can be maintained longer by sacrificing ground
which is largely untenable anyway,

soon as fire is opened from a forward position it becomes subject to direct
aimed fire. "igh casualties and further loss of initiative since it is unsafe
to move from what cover there is.

The 103s of mobility caused by holding too far forward Is particularly fatal in
guerilla warfare where lack of equipment Bnd training makes the prolonged defence of
any fixed point impossible^

The disadvantage of having willy nilly to fight at one point upon which the
enemy may concentrate all hi:; fire is however :^o obvious that one might think it
hardly needs to be laboured, were it not for repeated demonstrations by wargame
commanders that they quite fail to see the point. The advantages of fighting from a
reverse slope are in thi ;ly obvious and have been recognised since at least
Napoleonic time;;. The deadly nature of modern support weapons which make observation

equivalent to annihilation makes the use of reverse slopes indispensable.

00O00

LOOKING AROUND - Continued from r>a,-e 28.

TRADITION - No.70. Gorgeous as always - of interest to wargamers are articles on the
Swedish Army in the last half of the 19th century; the Highlander in the Peninsular;
The Argentinian Army 1826; Standards and Colours of the Army 1661 to 1881; military
fashion during the Franco-Prussian Warj The Royal Navy shore landing rig 1896 plus
reviews of books etc., and six full page coloured plates plus a beautiful front and
rear cover.

WORLD WAR II HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION - Newsletter-Magazine February-April 1975. Packed
with tightly printed articles and features on World War II including the German North
ern Theatre of Operations 1940-45; Order of Battle of German Panzer Divisions etc.



Naval Wargamers
We offer our own line of sailing ship kits for NAVAL WARGAMERS. All
kits feature cast metal hulls, pre-soldered mast and yard assemblies,
printed paper sails, building instructions and general painting guide.

NAPOLEONIC SERIES 1:1200 scale sailing ship kits.
N6. Frigate $1.30 each
N7. Frigate (large) $1.70 each
NO. 7l+-gun Ship $2.10 each
N9. 100-gun Ship $2.90 each
N10. 120-gun Ship $4.40 «*ch

B1. Booklet on building, painting, detailing, rigging and
converting this series $.£0 each

ANCIENT SERIES 1:600 scale ship kiti
A1. Phoenician Merchant..$.50
A2. Phoenician Bireme..e.$.65
A3. Egyptian Merchantman.$.70
AJ4.. Egyptian Bireae $.60
A5. Greek Merchantman....*.50
A6. Greok Bireme.... $.65

N1, Gunboat.... $»50 «ach
N2. Cutter $.50 each
N3. Bomb Ketch ...$.60 each
Nij.. Brig .....$.75 each
N5. Sloop (corvette).$1,00 each

A7. Roman Merchantman $1.65
A8. Bireme/Trlreme $ ,65
A9. Trireme/Quadrireme $1.20
A10.Quadrireme/Quinureme....$2.10
AH.Dekare $2.90

Penna. residents must add 6% sales tax.
Please add postage as follows** U.S., orders up to $10.00, add $1.00,
orders from $10.01 to $20.00, add $1.50, orders over $20.00, post free

Overseas** add 25$ of total order for surface mail or 50# for air mail

lantos WKittiatmtx
Post Office Box4062.Harrlsburg. Pennsylvania 17111

U.S.A.

1*1 HINCHLIFFE MODELS LTD.

MELTHAM. HUDDERSFIELD. ENGLAND HD7 3NX

OCTOBER 1973

ENGLISH CIVIL WAR

NEW 25 mm RANGE LIST

Foot Figures

Cavalry

Equipment

ENGLISH CIVIL WAR (ECW)
ECW 1 Pikeman In helmot. piko forword
ECW 2 Pikoman in helmet, pike up
ECW 7 Mutkalaor in plumed hat. tiring
ECW 8 Musketeer In plumod hat, M present
ECW 9 Officer in holme!
ECW 10 OHicer in plumed hat
ECW 13 Drummer in helmel
FCW 14 Drummor in plumed hat
ECW 15 Dragoon, fifing
ECW 1G Artilleryman, holding rammer
ECW 17 Artilleryman, manning gun
ECW 18 Artilloryman, tiring gun
ECW 19 Artilleryman, holding shot
ENGLISHCIVIL WAR CAVALRY (ECWC1)
ECWC 1 lloavy Cavalry, at rest
ECWC 3 Heavy Cavalry, ollicer
ECWC 6 Light Cavalry, plumed hat.

Charging
Napoleonic range of horjoj suitable for

EQUIPMENT RANGE (25)
25/AO English Civil War Falcone

(2 5 pdr. light

EQUIPMENT HORSES (EH)
EH 7 Early draught horso (suil

5.1 mm FIGURES

C 0 Royal Scots Grey
Guidon Bearer 1815

C 7 Mounted lifeguards

75 mm RANGE

75/4 French Chef da Bataillon
en tenue de service 1804-1806 C2.25

75/5 Otticior do Grenadiers 22nd
en tenua do service 1807-1808 £2.25

STILL MORE

NEXT MONTH

lllustratod catalogues available 30p from your local stockist, 35p direct. TRADERS ENQUIRIES WELCOMED. New Bli

WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER is edited and published from:-

69 Hill Lane, Southampton, Hampshire, England, SOI 5AD



THOUGHTS OH CONSIjDSRIgG RULES FOR

ANCIJKT NAVAL V.'/.RGAKINC

by

Keith Ha:nilton-Smith

(Continued from last month)

Ramming sfter the shearing pass. It was normal
for the attacking ship to turn and ram the damaged
enemy in the stern area, where the vessel was not
partially protected by outriggerB. Ramming bow to
bow either resulted in a ,:lancin,~: blow or the

danger of maximum damage to both vessels. Most effective ramming is made at right
angles to enemy structure. Outriggers will cushion effect to some extent but the bow
shape was designed for the ram to reach the main structure when the stem piece hit
the outrigger. Angles of less than 45$ in way of outriggers should result in a
glancing blow and no damage. Effective ramming would only take place at higher
speed3. Ramming the stern of an undamaged enemy travelling on the same course but
at only slightly slower speed than oneself would be unlikely to result in serious
damage. An extra spurt of speed should be allowed for on all gallies for ramming
and other tactics, say every other or every third move. This 3hould not be more than
-4- the normal maximum speed length. Also a limit should be made in the number of
times this tactic can be used after which there would be an overall reduction in
speed due to fatigue of rowers. In time fatigue would effect overall speed of
vessels in all cases but would probably be of little effect in a normal length war-
game. There is a certain amount of danger of the attacker sustaining damage on
ramming and also cases were recorded where the attacking vessel locked its ram in
the enemy and sank with her.

Change in speed. A vessel will gradually build up to full speed, say at rate
of 2" per move. Increase in speed would in fact have a reduction in rate as full
speed is reached but this is not vastly apparent in practice so take constant rate
for increase. Decrease in speed should be also at a maximum rate per move and as
the relation to V is more apparent, in this case, reductions in speed could be made
at the maximum rate of .-.- move, J move, i^ move until a minimum speed distance is
reached after which the vessel would come to a halt and would then drift, anchor or
beach. Loss in speed would occur whilst turning or manoeuvering. Remember that at
excessive low speeds, vessels would be unable to steer. Sailing vessels would not
have great choice in changes of speed compared with gallies. Their speeds would
also be dependent on wind with reduction in light or strong winds. Gallies were
capable of hoisting masts and using sails. All vessels under 3ail are subject to
usual sailing limitations. Gallie3 under sail would lose masts on ramming, in all
likelihood. Gallies using oar and sail could manoeuvre in a calm but would not.pro
gress far if tryin.- to row into the wind without taking down sail. Rules should
cover change from sail to oar on rallies.

Beachin". Vessels of the period were beached stern first and allowed to dry
out whenever possible. Boat houses and slipways were used but if these were not
available any suitable stretch of beach was used. Gallies were often beached over

night in the early days and the practice was probably continued with the smaller
Roman vessels. Larger vessels were probably only beached on slipways and would be
moored stern first to wharves when likely to be used in the near future or securely
anchored in sheltered water.
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Note on warship design and area of effective fire. A well designed warship
should be designed to fight itself - this especially applies to capital ships. The
main attack area in this period was from the bow and hence most heavy weapons would
be sighted to fire forward; only a proportion of hand-held weapons could be fired
forward due to lack of frontage. Engines 3hould be able to be moved to fire broad
side but when a ship is in squadron there would be danger of misses hitting friendly
vessels. Maximum hand-held weapon efficiency is on broadside fire. Engines would
not normally be turned to fire aft, but could in theory be turned to fire in any
direction although the time taken to turn them would limit their use to a definite

field of fire. Aft fire of hand missiles would be limited as forward fire.

TYPES OF VESSBLt

Q.uinquirime - Length 200 ft, beam 29 ft,speed rating sail 4, oar 6; hull rating 200;
crew rating 40; maximum range rating 12. Assumed armament 2 light or 4 heavy
engines. Vessel must be shore based or operate with support vessel. On passage
voyage would operate with 1/3 crew and oar speed rating 4.

Quadrime - Length 170 ft; beam 25 ft; speed rating sail 4,oar 7; hull rating 180;
crew rating 35; maximum range rating 12; assumed armament 2 heavy or 4 light
engines. Vessel shore based or supported passage conditions as Quinquirime.



Trireme. Length 150 ft, beam 21 ft; speed rating sail 5t oar 8; hull rating 130;
crew rating .23; maximum range rating 12. Assumed armament 2 light or 4 heavy

20 engines. Vessel has medium cruising capabilities passage taken with full crjw.
Support vessel required for long cruises.

Liburnia (Heavy Birime) - Length 130 ft, beam 16 ft; speed rating sail 6, oar 9»
hull rating 110; crew rating 18; maximum range rating 12; assumed armament 2 long-
range light engines. Vessel designed for cruising without support.

Birime - Length 100 ft, beam 15 ft; speed rating sail 6, oar 85 hull rating 90; crew
rating 13; macimum range rating 9« Assumed armament 1 light engine. Medium
cruising capability long range with support.

Myoparon (actual specification .unknown) - Assumed length 90 ft, beam 12 ft; speed
rating sail 6, oar 9$ hull rating 70; crew rating 8; maximum range rating 9;
armament 1 light engine. Vessel designed for cruising without support, main role
fleet reconnaissance. Identified by some archaeologists as the 'Parian mice'.
Probably small birime of liburnia type.

Pentecounter3 (50-oared galleys) - 100 ft x 14 ft single bank of oars, no fighting
ram but some probably had cutwater bow. Speed rating sail 6, oar 8; hull rating
50; crew rating 5; maximum range rating 5> no heavy armament. Original Greek
fleet reconnaissance. Equivalent to privateer. Self-supporting cruiser.

Triaconter or liippoi (30-oared galley) - Very similar to Viking type vessel with no
ram or cutwater, length 75 ft» beam 14 ft; speed rating sail 6, oar 8; hull rating
40; crew rating 3; duties as Pentecounters.

Actuaries - Length 110 ft, beam 22 ft (also in smaller sizes); speed ratine sail 5»
oar 6; hull rating 45? crew rating 2; maximum range rating 3; toe heavily con
structed to be rammed by anything lighter than a trireme. Used as fleet supply
vessel and troop transport. Vessels of this type also privately owned and used
as merchantmen usually fitted with cutwater bow but no ramming capability.

Myriamphoros (round ship - Length 108 ft, beam 36 ft; merchant vessel of heavy con
struction, not subject to serious damage by ramming. Capacity 10,000 amphorea,
speed rating 5 sail only.

Phortagogos (round ship) - Length 65 ft, beam 22 ft, similar type merchant vessel to
that above, capacity 2,000 amphorea, speed rating sail only 4i?«

Corbita (round ship) - Size 2,000 to 5i000 amphorea, speed rating 5e« Corn carrying
vessel some with two masts.

Hippogogos - Horse transport probably Actuarius and Phorta--ogos types specially out
fitted for special cargo and passengers - fastest ships of these designed used.

Ca3tle or tower - used during the Roman period, mainly gave advantage to conning,
some small advantage also given in boarding and close fighting by the height.
Vessels may have still existed in the form of the Egyptian 1500 BC type but they
were not used by the main powers as 'line' warships. Their mast with it3 fight
ing top'would endanger ramming manoeuvres of the force now required and they
would only have been able to ram/capsize vessels of approximately their own size.
In a drawn-out war, older vessels of this and other types would have been used as
fleet support, fire ships, harbour blockships, etc., all of which practices were
used from at least 300 BC.

NB. It can generally be assumed that the major Mediterranean powers hod similar
vessels at any one period i.e.

Assyrians - Main naval force Tyre and Sidon. Assyrian manned vessels and any Egypt-
Ian ships were of same basic design.

Greek - Derived from same ship origin as Phoenicians. In time of Persian attacks
Ionian (both sides) Phoenician, Athenian, Spartan and Allied-vessels to
gether with Western states of above all using a design basically shown
in Greek sources.

Roman - Vessels based on Cathaginian design. All vessels throughout the Medit-
teranean were now heavier forms of the basic Greek design.

Sea trading leads to the wide spread of ideas and the copying cf ship design and
the adoption of designs in the Mediterranean can probably be paralleled with the
rapid adaption and improvement in design in the late 15th/early 16th century when
the Northern traders and powers copied the vessels of the Southern traders.
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Recently I had a most interesting visit to Peterborough where, at a model
soldier display, I saw Bob 3atty and Keith Robinson proudly purveying their very
large range of 1/500 scale micro tanks; their I/48OO and 1/1200 scale warships. In
both tanks and ships, the range covered by Leicester Micro Models Limited (5 Gloss
Barton, Nailsea, Bristol) is astonishing and indicates that a vast amount of hard
work has been put in. All the models are excellently made and, in spite of their
minute size, there is no difficulty at all in identifying them. I am particularly
pleased that they should have such a full line of World War II tanks because I think
that they are able to supply every single vehicle mentioned in my latest book "TANK
BATTLES IN MINIATURE - THE WESTER!; DESERT CAMPAIGN" (Patrick Stephens £2.80p). I
had the opportunity of fighting a very interesting Naval wargame with Keith Robinson,
using the 1/1200 scale vessels when with the Prince Bugen and the Bismarck, I managed
GwieSink the Hood and the Prince of /ales. We fought to the Naval Warfare '39 to '45
/ffOolished by this group and I was most impressed with their accuracy and relative
simplicity afte- being initially shaken by their seeming extent of detail. I was
also given a set of their Micro Tank Warfare Rules by Keith Robinson (35p) and, al
though I have not used them it is obvious from reading through them and knowing the
abilities of their author that these rules will give a pretty realistic game. I also
saw some p.- in\-:d-up sets of their plastic 1:300 scale micro terrain which is sold in
sheets of sis '•" x 9" modules at 60p a sheet. Again.amuch needed and very stimulat
ing product. Leicester Micro Models are also putting out Micro Mediaeval figures in
1/300 scale •-:•:. I saw n pleasant little diorama set up on a floor tile, showing
knights, s< -nen, crossbowmen and archers attacking a castle, using scaling ladders,
ballistnr, raas, cannon, etc. This opens great vistas for siege operations which
would nc•••'. lly be too extensive to be tackled on the normal wargames table.

F-> enthusiast Peter Laing (see advert elsewhere in magazine) I have received
saupl'-o of his latest Colonial wargaraes figures in 15mra scale, these include a pretty
good selection of British infantry (including Highlanders), cavalry, artillery and
Uotlin• 'uns etc., to say nothing of 3ulus, Pathans, 3oers and other British Colonial
enemy. I am most impressed with the amount of detail shown in these figures. Peter
tells me that he has a number of master figures ready for production which will be in
troduce' shortly and it seems that his first ten months in"business have been suffi
ciently promising to allow for expansion in his business and range of figures. Small
makers like Peter Lain,; are the life-blood of the hobby and should be ;:iven every en
couragement.

Another faithful supporter of this magazine is Ray Seton of Warrior Figures who
•is justifiably extremely proud of his extensive new range of 25mm Napoleonics. Re
cently he sent me samples of his cavalry and I liked them very much. If you collect
Napoleonics and want some "different" figures in fine action poses then send for Ray's
catalogue (5p) which lists infantry, cavalry and artillery for every Nation and period
of the Napoleonic Wars.

Peter Kenplay of Framlingham, Woodbridge, Suffolk, is the sole distributor for
Lamming Miniatures and with justifiable pride he has sent me a sample of Bill
Lamming's latest produce - Pharaoh's chariot. This is a very nicely produced light
chariot of the Egyptian period, with two caparisoned horses and a couple of occupants,
one presumably the Grent Man himself, bearing a bow. I do not know the price of this
but it is one of those clean-cut, flash-less castings for which Bill Lamming is noted.

In a recent Newsletter I mentioned the Heroics 5mm campaign figures (sold by
Soldiers, 36 Kennington Road, London S.E.I 7B11). Subsequently I have received
samples of this range and can only marvel at the dexterity of the fingers that turned
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out such finely detailed individual figures in this scale. I have also got a 25' pdr'
gun, artillerymen and towing vehicles in the same scale. I do not know the price of
these figures but they are certainly a very fine adjunct to other ranges of armoured
vehicles for World War II.

From Greenwood and Ball I have received a batch of their latest Ancient figures
and accessories. They include an excellent 25mm Assyrian chariot, complete with
horses and occupants at 70p per kit (how about some chariot wargaming Ancient Egypt
versus Assyria?) plus a range of fine 25mm figures which includes an Assyrian armoured
cavalryman, a Persian horse archer plus Persian Standard Bearers; a Libyan in the
service of Carthage; a Greek archer and Standard 3e~rer. Also included was one of
their new series for kits of Ancient Warships - this was a Greek Trireme in 1:350
scale which is made in metal and sells at 68p. The range includes transports, Greek
and Phoenician Biremes, which ore both two in a pack.

I have often said that figures are the backbone of wargaminj and this month there
is a very fine selection of new items.

Hinchliffe Models Limited have an interesting new 25mm range of English Civil
War figures (see advert elsewhere in this magazine) while Miniature Figurines advert
reveals some interesting additions to their15 mm Ancient and English Civil War ranges
whilst there are some very fine "Personality" figures in the 25mr. range together with
a selection of Gladiators. Individual wargaming with Gladiators is fast becoming
popular and rules to cover it can be obtained at 55? fron Leicester Micro Models.

It is well known that I am a JGmra figure man and can get very excited at new
items in that scale. Therefore I was delighted to read that 3ose Miniatures, 15
Llonover lload, London SE18 3ST, are presenting a complete new range of 30mm Napoleoi-
ics in fighting positions for Bavaria, Britain, Prussia, Russia, Saxony and Wurten-
burg. (I presume that the French inevitably will follow ii' they are not already in
existence!) There are also some Gladictors in this 30mm scale and also a range of
slave dealers, overseers, buyers and nude slave girls!

Since dictating this, 1 have received samples of these figures and they really
are very good, being clean-cut and distinctive with detail sufficient to allow for
not-too-difficult painting. The gladiators are first-class and will fit in well with
current individual combat met' ods. Artistically, the Roman slave market group are
outstanding but I may not be able to work out an publishable rules for their employ
ment! The photos that adorn these pages ore of these latest &ve -y fine lose figures.

Whilst talking of nude girls (and who doesn't?) I saw with mixed feelings cr.
advert for metal figures of men and women in erotic positions! In case you fancy any,
the advert says they are sent in plain packages but I cannot help feeling that they
might disturb my warganing (and my sex-frustrated soldiers) more than somewhat!

I hear from a correspondent in America that Gregory Scott of Minneapolis is
turning out GHO. Guardsmen 20mm Napoleonic figures which are the most detailed that
the writer has ever seen but the heads are separate from the bodies so that they have
to be glue'd on to the figures. The extreme amount of detail makes the figures rather
difficult to paint and my correspondent says that he cannot recommend them for war-
gamers who want to paint quickly.

From Micro Mold (1-2 Dnifax, Woods Way, Gorin,;-by-Sea, ^ussex, .J: gland) I have
received a liut and samples of the new C-in-C cast metal models which they are
currently importing from America and which they should be producing in this country
within the next few months. The list is of available models but is said to be only
the beginning of a vast range. It includes French and British Napoleonic guns and a
big range of American Civil War artillery together with artillerymen and infantry
figures for that war. They are in 20mm scale and it should be mentioned that this
is a true American 20mm scale which makes them rather smaller than figures in that
scale produced in Irent Britain. Micro Mold are aware of this difference but believe



that these very beautiful little guns (which are exquisitely detailed) might well be
used with 15mm figures as they "appear to be quite compatible with the models of
British manufacturers supposedly to the scale". They are certainly beautifully pro
duced pieces of work selling at prices ranging from 23p to 41p each. The same firm
are British agents for 1/285 scale tanks and weapons, made in America and the original
figures to be produced in this scale. These are brilliantly produced vehicles (said
to have been designed by highly skilled technicians using industrial Pantographs) but,
by the standards of English producers of 1/300 scale tanks in this country are rather
expensive, selling at 14, 16, 18p each. However, they are excellent models and well
worth seeing. Micro Mold Plastics are also producing plastic diorama trsys which en
able- enthusiasts to produce their own small display piece without the usual problems
of making or finding a suitable display stand. They are obtainable in 16mm x 16mm
size and 10" x 8".

Last month I mentioned water-based paints marketed by Model Products Ltd of
Easin-wold, York, from whom I had received samples of the five basic colours of black,
red, yellow, blue and white. I have now had the opportunity of trying these paints
and find them extremely easy to mix and apply, giving a matt finish which gives a
very full and dense cover to a silver figure without undercoating. I do not know how
durable it is because I have not handled the figures yet but imagine that when sprayed
with a clear matt varnish, this paint will look very well. As I said, it is very much
easier to mix and apply than the normal oil based paints we use on our figures.

A.A.Holes Ltd of ..O.Box 35, Hinckley, Leicestershire, is the English agent for
Japanese plastic kit firm of Hase.-nwa who are now introducing a range of 1/70 scale
military models. At the moment there are eleven models which include the M3 Grant
Mar!: I tank 3t 35p; 155mm M2 gun (Long Tom) at 28p; the light tank Stuart Mark I at
35p; the M3 Al Half-track at 55p; the medium tank M3 Lee Mark I at 35p; the U.S. jeep
Willys :-3 at 20p, etc. I have not seen these kits but they certainly seem to cover •
somf: hitherto much needed vehicles for the wargamer who specialises in World War II.

Most London War.;amers and military modellers know the firm of Wall Models Ltd.,
-;'" 573 High Street North, Manor lark, London E12 6PG. I hear that this shop has now
.-an taken over by Eric Knowles, an old wargamin,- uvte of mine who is very knowledge-
•.le and I am sure will be only too pleased to help. Copi?s of Wargamer's Newsletter
can be purchased from Wall Models if you Jo not wish to send enou.-h cash for an
annual subscription!

As this is being dictated T have received from Peter i.emplay the latest
T.'.ADT ?I0I! 25mm wargames fi-ures, consisting of a group of figures for the Seven Years
War/American Wr>r of Independence period which includes riflemen, Continental infantry
and Red Indians (Hurons I believe with the "crested" hairstyle). Then there is a
pleasant little quartet of World War I figures formed of a German infantryman and an
officer in spiked helmets and two British infantrymen in flat topped caps - all in
attractive action poses, but then all Charlie 3tad en's figures are, aren't they?

Peter Kemplay tolls me that there will soon be some more 25mm TRADITION Ancients
available.

There are some hi :hly interesting Hinohliffe new releases for Autumn 1973. in
cluding in 20.-r.rn scale German World War II 150 mm Hebelwerfer 75p; German 'World War II
7.5 cm Li-ht Infantry -~un 75"! 3er:aan World War II 7.5 cm PA?: 40 L/46 75P» German
World War II 3.8 cm PAK 43/31 L/71 75p; British World War II 17 pdr Anti-tank gun 75p;
German World War II Hanomag 251/1 £1.02p; British World War II 7-2" Howitzer £1.02p
and in 25mr. British Napoleonic baggage wa -on 90p; America" Civil War limber 45p»
Ameriqan Civil War Pontoon Wagon 90p; British Napoleonic 18 pdr Naval gun 45p; 3ritish
Napoleonic 18 pdr ::un on wooden garrison carri'"*e 45p; one Cubit Ballista 90p; 10 Mina
Onega £1.20p then in 30mm Spare wheel carriage 1600-1860 75p«

SUPERIORITY IN ARMS - Continued from page 9-

of firearms the accent passed to the nation that could provide its armies with the
iron, coal, power and manufacturing capacity to produce them on a large scale. Econo
mics completely dominated the progress of the last two world wars, which became more
a battle between the Allied and Axis economies as between armies and fleets.

I feel that arguments in favour of "man to man superiority", when used in support
of any nations success, are all but impossible to justify objectively and factually.
However, for numerous reasons some nations have been more successful at waging war
than others.
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LONDON'S LEADING DEALERS IN MILITARIA AND MODEL SOLDIERS

*V\v.i i\.<clL:iL ib:iL<c j>;u.n
188 PICCADILLY LONDON W1

Tolcphone 01-734 1352

We arethe makers ofiho world-famous military miniaturos by
CHAS, C. STADDEN

Mado in 30mm. 54 mm and 90mm scales. Available either painted, unpainted orin kit formLarge selection always in stock atour recently reduced prices unPa'nle° °''" Wt form.

&sms&sttffjzessssra,so in s,ocK plus ,a,ao scicc*°" °'
«T;amXmo^hUns?as,nd Vari°US P°PUlar ,i,l0S °" """""* Uni,0rms an" •*«requisites for
British and Foreign militaria for the collector and connoisseur-

^a=fi&SS«r•* *m ft*
Plusgifts and souvenirs in a military style

When in London a visit toour showrooms is a must. Open six days aweok.
Won.. Tubs., Wed. and Frl, 3-6
Thursday 3.7
Saturday 0.5

Ifyou are unable to visit us. thefollowing catalogues areavailable-
Stadden 30 mm mailer liit-iOp

. Sudden 54 mm mailer Im - 36,
Tradition 000* 0/ Model Soldiers - CI65 (potI lieel

SOLE TRADE DISTRIBUTOR
PETER KEMPLAY. FRAMLINGHAM. WOODBRIDGE. SUFFOLK

Tel: Fremlinghom 723708

i Trade enquiries welcome - complete price lists and catalogues available on rcqu

THE WARGAMES DEPARTMENT
CATERING FOR ALL WARGAMING NEEDS

1 and model soldiOn 1st March. TRADITION. London's leading dealers in
Our stall, uargamcrs themselves,are always happy to be of assistance.

In addition to the wide range of wargaming items from the leading manufacl
items from lesser-known ranges, both from home and abroad.

Figures, A.F.V.s anil equipment by:
I11NCHLIFFE. A1RMX. FUJIMI. clc.

Rules by:
W.R.C;., L.W.S., etc.

ers, moved into WARGAMING.

listed below, we also stock many

DON FEATHE
Hooks by:

RSTONE. CHARLES GRANT,TERRYWISE, BRIGADIER PETERYOUNG, AI.MARK.
PROFILES, etc.

Accessories and paints clc by!
HELLONA, AIRITX, MERIT, III MI'.KOI . etc.

MAIL ORDERS
We retrel we ere unable to accept mail orders for under £3.00

Pleav add 10% lor 001,(04 on all mail order,.
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READERS' FORUM
YOU WRITE

TO US

know S»+6TVf™ ~*SMaitt? t0/enew ^ subscription to Wargamer's Newsletter and toKnow tH3t I am getting value for money.

»r«„„i Parti°ula^lv enjoyed the Battle Report of the Month No. 137 dealing with
.ount Houget a Hmd on Wales." This article was a model of its type. It embodied

SSSI'Tsl™ ? reSUltS' T^iS kind °f CamPai«n "' in -y opinio, the mos *bfthe Wer s?rn?^^Tmin;" ?he„tactics of anv °»* battle are always influencedfleeted „MS8Si0B P«ture and the result of that battle will in turn be reflected in the subsequent decisions of both the winner and loser.

of "faul^thnt lhal B™°yed °e fTn the same ^sue was J.P.R.Palrey's exhaustive list
in hf« III k +hL Tf ?* the Newsletter- There may have been some valid noints
ILIS/IET h h ??t8i SffeCt W3S °ne °f nesative "iticism of the most dis-1Ief;ind wh"h real,1,y does "0* help anyone. Perhaps if it had a glossy cover andcost a few pounds more Mr. Palfrey would have found it more "up to standard"."

Brian Ronayne of Dublin, Ireland.
ooOoo—-

ill* unAnroMPmrV,';/LintereSlin wa^amin« is theoretical - therefore I like dream-
See in^ ZV*ll? *hr0Wtn': *hera out as suggestions wargamers might like to try.
SSELX referenc« t0 Colln Greenwood's book reminds me that a few years ago he
published * paper book manual on "Tactics in the Practical Use of Firearms-: This
riles.P ldGaS f°r nGW individua^ts - like the Skirmish and Western Gunfight

qi.tJ Pif':er UFu!n C ,-econd-hand stall a wartime book for Home Guards by Hu.hslater who fought xn the International Brigade in the Spanish Civil War Videme wonder whether thore are not ideas for war,ames usingVme Guards an? para triers!
cardboard li^L? ^f^rf^V" °lvil Def°nCe dUrin* the var Xhad a set of cut-out
Nicies USLto SfKJ enS' M,J,ti:Lity" Police' »•»•«.. etc., with all theirisL R«i»!f Officers, etc., with which we used to work out map-table exer-
! r "*.e any war:amers ever tried out Civil Defence in Blitz conditions as a war- •
,ame. :ne result could be interesting.

the oarul-iSh"™™ ^r0^ •iorria's "»» •»«« "*e° <* arthaf - a reference to
Jaae- uL lt£l\ , ™ "" "" T"ZtU of Cattraeth reminded me that John
(>»«eon» .S S»„t%S°fl?ItryV, ™"?>,*>™* *°»° towards the end of the Baeireo p „d°y^^^^-c^^^^^?jss«*-.

Sere"" ™ lr° ln *"" b0Ok 'f Jl"'""' "•""" TPeelea »»» •»<* *° the lati'Lord
Bill Thurbon of Cambridge.

ooOoo

they nave'poo^Ld JoftYfe^ol^a \fOSUS 3Z£ ZT "* ""'I* ^
Monetrelet, r" 5J ", "! 'S bj J!a",1Iv3e1' ^oie.ert and Ensuorr.nd de
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Co:ii:.:;nes' Memoirs of Louis XI and Sir William Napier's "War in the Peninsula". Pretty
good value really, for a non-specialised book society.

Being something of a mediaevalist, I have also been reading a couple of other
books - "The Age of Arth'jr" by John Morris (Wiedenfeld and Nicholson) is a hijhly de
tailed account of the development of 3ritain in the Dark Ages and "The Saxon Conquest
of the Britons". The author, a Senior lecturer in history at University College
.-ondon, believes in Arthur, not only as Dux -lello-um, but actually as the last emperor
of all Britain, and manages to make a convincing case for his beliefs in spite of the
scantiness of any real evidence. Not easy to read, but fascinating to anyone who
likes the period.

"The Mediaeval Soldier" by Vese.y ilormon. I saw a mention of this in the News
letter several months s^o, without an; details, and bought it (A-rthur 3arker - f-3)
but I would like to say that * am really vry impressed with it. The author covers
not only the development of armour and weapons, but also of strategy and tactics -
this is an age which most histories skip over as quickly as possible. Good value.

One final development. I have been commissioned by the Adult Education section
of Warwickshire Education Committee to ,-ive a series of lectures in Kenilworth t'-is
Autumn on local battles and battlefields, and it occurred to me that it might be in
teresting to act out the bottles as wnr;.?mes, to see what would happen. Obviously I
could have given lectures, but who would have remembered anything a month liter? How
ever, if students tackle the battlefield problems themselves, they will surely find
that something sticks. I am afrsid that we shall only be usin-~ a boprd-typo war -ame,
because of the time-factor chiefly, but anyway, we should find out something interest
ing I think. We shall be covering the Baron's Var (Lewes, 'Jvesham and the Sie<?e of
Kenilworth), Shrewsbury, Tewkesbury, 3oswortb, Ed-:ehill and Naseby, in eight weeks.
The whole course is frankly an experiment, so wish mn luck, but I will let you know
later what happens."

Michael '.. ronrce of Coventry.

ooOoo

"Perhaps you would let me make a point on U.S. prices and postal charges gener
ally. There lias been some criticism of prices charged for rules to U.S. customers as
gainst the price in this country. As far as Wargames Research Group is concerned,

the ",S. price covers the additional postage plus an element for cheque chan-in,-,
which as you well know can be around ;0p (incidentally, you mention 50 cents, which
is below the average char e, with cur Bank anyway). If a U.S. customer sends for
several books on one cheque, we always try to send one Air Mail, as of course the
prices in dollars we quote include the Bank cheque chan.;in- charge for e:ich one.

I hope this clears the sir as far as we are concerned, anyway. This brings me
on to the point of postal charges in general - as everyone knows they have gone up
again. We will try to keep our prices of staple items the same, but new productions
will have to be priced to take account of the new post rates. One more thin;, a
number of overseas customers and inquirers have very hazy ideas of "ir Mail rates -
again, you can confirm they are deadly! Warfleets of Antiquity, for example, weighs
around 5/A lb, and at rates between .".p and 5p for each half ounce, the cost is ,;oing
to be about 75/- of the book itself. Similar proportions arply to other items, so
that the chsp who orders one of the books and hopefully adds Op for iir post will
have a shock.

Finally, 3nd I hope you don't think t'.is is all :ripes, while we always try to
answer questions and queries on -iules, etc., we must insist on a stamped addressed
envelope, or the equivalent postal charge in International reply coupons. Also it
would be very much appreciated if questions could be written down one side of the
paper, with a vertical line down the middle. The answer can then be written directly
opposite, with obvious savings in time and explanation."

Bob O'Brien (V/ar.:ames Research Group)

ooOoo

"I must say that, unlike some of your reade-s, I am not ,7lad to see fantasy
war.-aming fall out of the Newsletter. As a dedicated fantasy addict, I think that
there is a vast untapped potential of enjoyment to be found in battles like "The
3attle of 3rown Hills", and in the vast fantasy campaigns like Midgcrd, if only war-
•amers will venture to set foot outside of the established, well-worn periods, like
*he ubiquitous Napoleonic and World Wrr -, S- l°t th.ir imaginations out of their
,:ound-proofed ca-~es. .:ith fantasy gamc-i there i--; none of this "If Napoleon could do
it, then I can" attitude, and much rr.or coicentrrstion on -etting fun out of the game
- there is no historical precedent to live up to!!"

G'-of So-' •- oi Barnsley.
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BOOKS
J,\:!2'S FliHTIN. SHIPS IS'24 (12:2 x 8.'-"; 426 pages. David and Charles - i-.8.40p).

This is a reprint of the 1924 Edition of ^i -htin • Ships founded by Fred T.Jane
and it is edited by Oscar Parkes and Francis 2. KcHurtrie. It contain;- more photo-
Graphs and illustrations that can be listed here, and depicts both in photograph and
silhouette the navies of the world in 1924. What is there left to say -bout this
unique series? The priorities imposed by Time prevent me from showing much interest
in naval affairs but* turnin t the payes of this nostal :ia-ri'*'den volume give me a
.-•rent ur-e to (jet down to some nnvnl wargaming! Uvcn the advertisements are fascinat
ing, with their photographs of snips and guns whilst the text with its wealth of de
tail of the world's navies as they began to set.tls down after 'forId 'ar I is fascine. -
i;. :. With hindsi-ht, this book brin.-s home very forcibly the immense strides forward
of naval construction during the last half century.

BOVMJii C? .:n>;LAND by Donald Penthorstone. (»ew Sn.-'lish Library Military history
'"0.2 - 40p).

This is a paperback edition of my book of the sane name published in .1967. I am
particularly pleased th-t it should com? out because this is perhaps my favourite
anon: the books that I have written in thai 1 greatly enjoyed researching and writing
it. It tells the story of the L'm:lish archer and his Ion -bow from tn« ifelsh Wars of
Bdward I in the 13th century right u* until commando Jack Churchill :i :'.ed a German
with a bow and arrow durin.- the retretit to Dunkirk in lc>40.

S::'??!;!-'. Hi \ WAniAMo C.TPAI ;" by Tony Bath. (10" x B"j 77 na«;es. A i/orgames
Research Group Publication - ilaOOy: J^fj•00 '.3.A.;.

I had no idea that Tony 3ath derived so much .leasurc and such nostalgic re-
oollections of the many campaigns we joyfully fought over n seven ye-r period that
began more than s decade ago! I a:r. flattered to be mentions:: so frequently in the
text, every word of whioh breathes the enthusiasm and know-how for whicb the author
is noted. As many of us are painfully aware, Tony 7»ath makes few concessions, to
views that do not coincide with his own so this bookisaforthri.-rht and stimulating
exposition on the setting up of wargames campaigns, ideally with 0 strong man as
umpire or controller! In addition to running through ell the initial .steps in set-
tin,: up a campaign, including map movement, logistics and the like, the 000k con
siders campaigns in not only the Ancient period, for which Tony is noted,but olso
:!orse and Musket, Victorian, World Wars I and II and naval, '-'hen compared with my
own book "Wargames Campaigns" it will be seen that this book of Pony's goes into
detail to a depth with which I personally could not be bothered in this day and age
but for the less impatient among us with more time to spare will find this book 9
yleasurable and valuable aid to their warranting.

.'•AVAL •.•.'A.'iGAHiiS aUL..S FLJET ACTION - 1000 ?..C. to 500 A.D. by .'tichard Nelson.

(10" x C"; 3C pagesj numerous black an-i white illustrations. A War -ames Research
Group Publication - 65p: #2.40 U.S.A.").

3y a well known expert on Ancient naval warfare this set of rules is suitable
for large fl-et actions and contains sections on ship and squadron reactions so that
the wargar.er, often being almost in control of a hundred or more ships, must hsve
the foresight of on Admiral rather than the intuition of a Captain! There is a
certain mystique cbout '-ncicnt naval wargaming which rather eludes me but I am sure
that if you ore an enthusiast then this book, in conjunction with Richard Nelson's
earlier book "V.'nrfleets of Antiquity" will delight you. Incidentally the Ancient
ships -ade by Greenwood and Ball and mentioned in this month's "Must List" are suit
able for using in conjunction with these rules.

GZ.1MAN INFANTP.Y IN ACTION by Uwe Feist. (11" x 0.!"; 5C ?".:es, two or three
pictures to a -once with two full colour pages. Squadron/Signal Publications Weapons
"umber Two - #3.9'j)-

Even though you mi-ht have been on the opposing side, it was impossible not to
hove a sneaking admiration for the German infantryman of World './or II and the text
and brilliant photographs contained in this book do him full justice. If you

CONTINUED OH PAGE 2
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THE NOTICE BOARD

The Swindon Military Modelling Society meets on the second Tuesday of each
month in the Long Room, Arts Centre, Devizes Road, Swindon, at 7.30 p.m. For further
details contact D.G.Prior, 4 Trent Road, Green Meadow, Swindon, Wilts.

ooOoo—-

FOR SALS/EXCHANGE; 30mm Spencer-Smith's Seven Years War figures: two bags each
Infantry, Cavalry, one Artillery. £6 or best offer of 25mm Ancient army. Geoff
Corker, 92 Lancaster Street, Barnsley, Yorkshire.

ooOoo

MAGPIE MODELS now sell the full range of Heroic-Leicester-, Kirk and Minifig
microtanks - Leicester and Kirk at 7p, Minifig at 5p. Also Fuji, Eidai and Hese^awa
1/76 tanks. We have rinchliffes; Greenwood and Ball Ancients; '-licroships 1:4000
World War I and II. Baudai and Tamiya Tanks, Bellona Battle scenery, AFV and small
arms profiles, Almark and Osprey books, LS Dutch cord buildings, Greek naval rules
and ships and even if we don't have it - we can usually get it for you.

Drop us a line with a S.A.S. for enquiries. Postage free on orders over £3.00n.
10J,- for smaller orders.

146 HAT.RCGATE ROAD, L2SDS 7, YORKSHIRE.

00O00—-

Harlow Hargamera and Model Soldier enthusiasts recently had an Open Day, when
painting competitions were held and a gigantic reconstruction of Waterloo fought as
a wargame. The battle was set up similar to the situation in history about fifteen
minutes before the Old Guard were sent in. The British lost control of their cavalry
who did very nasty things to the foremost elements of the Chasseurs of the Guard.
Hougomount held out and although the flanks were still under pressure by the French
at the end of the afternoon it was obvious that they had not got enought left in the
centre to be decisive. At about 6.00 p.m. Napoleon abdicated.

LOOKING AROUWD
THE 3ULLETIH OF THE BRITISH OuiJL 3ULDIEH SOCIETY - August 1973. In addition to
features on the latest figures, books, plates and other militaria, it contains
articles on R.A.F. Armoured Car Crews; Bands and their Instruments; Foreign Legion
1939; and other uniform details.

GUIDON - No.2 1973. This quarterly publication by the Miniature Figure Collectors of
America contains illustrated articles on The Soldier of Louisbour^; Polish Infantry
1793; Military Flags; plus book and figure reviews etc.

AVALON HILL GENERAL - JulyOAugust 1973- Has an attractive new look and contains ill
ustrated articles on Luftwaffe Analysis; Campaign at .'aterloo and numerous other
articles and items of interest and value to board wargomers.

CAMPAIGN - No.l Summer 1973- This is a new American magazine of military history pub
lished quarterly from P.O. Box C, Belfast, Maine 04915, U.S.A., at £4.00 per annum
(four issues). Attractive style and contains articles on the Mexican Army at the
Alamo; 'The Vietnam Campaign 1950-54; The High Seas Fleet World War I period; and the
Soviet Air Force World war II.

MANCHESTER AREA WARGAMES SOCIETY - Club Magazine No.7. Getting better and better -
contains articles on Airfix Conversions; Invasions of Britain from 55 3C to 1066 AD;
The Battle of the Standard 1138; a biography of Marshal de Saxe; Napoleonic System of
Rewards; Cavalry Formations in 1812; The Imperial Japanese Navy plus interesting notes,
reviews and comments.

MILITARY MODELLING - October 1973- Well printed and illustrated, contains articles on
basic modelling; Uniforms and Colours of the British Army; the Matilda tank in 1:55
scale; Flower Class Corvettes; making the all-metal l/32nd kit for the M3 Stuart tank;
Number one in the series for the younger wargamer; plus well illustrated reviews of
figures, books, etc.

MODEL BOATS - October 1973. Article with plans on the British Destroyers Harmion,
Wivern and Trojan.

SLINGSHOT - September 1973- The Official Journal of the Society of Ancients contains
authoritive articles on the Marathon Campaign; Fighting Men of Scotland; Wargames
Research Council Ancient Rules; The Hittites 1900-1100 BC (well illustrated); The
Macedonian Phalanx and Tony Bath's Hyborian Newsletter.

SOLDIER - September 1973. Illustrated articles on the modern army with features on
military band records, military models and books. rnfrPTJitTPn on pap.v 17



Phoenix Model Developments Ltd.
Producers of Miniature Historic Figures & Scale Models etc. w
25 mm FIGURES

(Fool figures 4 per pack)
alrymrn and 2 llor(2 l.v i per pack)

NAPOLEONICPERIOD (BRITISH)
BN/5 Linelnfanlry At (he ready
BN/6 Line lnfanlry Advancing
BN/7 Une Infantry Standingfiring
BN/8 LineInfantry Kneeling ready
BN/9 Line Infantry Officer
BN/14 Light Infantry At the ready
BN/15 Light Infantry Advancing
BN/16 LightInfantry Standingfiring
BN/I7 Light Infantry Kneeling ready
BN/1H Light Infantry Officer
BN/I'J Rifle Regiment At the ready
BN/20 Rifle Regiment Advancing
BN/21 Rifle Regiment Standing firing
BN/22 Rifle Regiment Kneeling ready
BN/23 Rifle Regiment Officer
BN/24 Kings German Legion Hussar n
BN/2S Light Dragoon Trooper mounted
BN/26 Scots Greys Trooper mounted
BN/27 Scots Greys Officer mounted
BN/28 Household Cavalry Trooper mounted
IIN/29 Heavy Dragoons Trooper mounted

NAPOLEONIC PERIOD (FRENCH)
NF/1 Old Guard Grenadier At the ready

Old Guard Grenadier Advancing
Old Guard Grenadier Standing firing
Middle/Young Guard At the ready
Middle/Young Guard Advancing
Middle/Young Guard Standing firing
Imperial Guard Officer
Line Infantry Fusilier At the ready
Line Infantry Fusilier Advancing
Line Infantry Fusilier Standing firing

rated

Line Infantry Voltigeur/G
Line Infantry Voltigcur/G
Line Infantry Volligcur/G
Line Infantry Officer
Light lnfanlry Voltigeur/Caral
Light Infantry Yoltigcur/Caral
Light Infantry Voltigeur/C.ir.il
Ughl Infantry Officer
Foot Dragoon At the ready
Fool Dragoon Advancing
Foot Dragoon Standing firing
Foot Dragoon Officer
Lancer of the Imperial Guard

(Lance not supplied)
Dragoon Trooper mi
Dragoon Officer moi
Dragoon Trumpeter
Cuirrassier mounted

adicr At the

adicr Advancing
adier Standing firing

ady

25 mm FIGURES

(Fool figures 4 per pack)
(2 Cavalrymen and 2 llor i per pack)

BRITISH COLONIAL CAMPAIGNS

(Sudan Expedition 1898)

BC/1 British Line Infantry At the ready
BC/2 British Line Infantry Advancing
BC/3 British Line Infantry Standing firing
BC/4 British Line Infantry Kneeling ready
BC/5 British Line Infantry Officer
BC/6 Highland Infantry At the ready
BC/7 Highland Infantry Advancing
BC/8 Highland Infantry Standing firing
BC/9 Highland Infantry Kneeling ready
BC/10 Highland Infantry Officer
BC/11 British Lancer (I.ance not s
BC/12 'Fuzzy Wuzzys' Running
BC/13 'Fuzzy Wuzzys' Advancing
BC/14 Dervish Standing firing
BC/15 Dervish Advancing
1IC/IG Dervish Cavalryman

20 mm FIGURES
(Foot figures I per pack)
(2 Cavalrymen and 2 Hors

upplicd)

per pack)

NF/2
nf/:i

NF/7
NF/8
NF/9
NF/IO
NF/11

NF/12
NF/13
NF/1 4

NF/15
NF/16
NF/17
NF/21
NF/22
NF/23
NF/24

NF/25
NF/26
NF/2 7
NF/28

NF/29

NF/30

NF/81
NF/32

NF/33

icr At the ready
icr Advancing
ier Standing firing

ENGLISH CIVIL WAR PERIOD
EP/3 Pikeman (Pike not supplied)
EP/4 Pikeman (Pike not supplied)
EP/5 Musketeer (Hat)
EP/6 Musketeer (Helmet)
EP/9 Cromwcllian Officer mounted
EP/10 Royalist Officer mounted
EP/I 1A Cromwcllian Trooper mounted
EP/11 B Royalist Trooper mounted
EP/12 Drummer
EP/13 Artillery crew
EP/14 Dragoon dismounted
EP/I 5 Dragoon mounted

MARLBOROUGH' PERIOD

MP/2 Grenadier Standing
MP/4 Grenadier Advancing
MP/7 Grenadier Advancing
MP/10 Musketeer Loading
MP/II Musketeer Standing
MP/12 Musketeer Standing firing
MP/13 Musketeer Kneeling firing
MP/14 Musketeer At the ready
MP/20 Artillery crew
MP/21 Dragoon mounted
MP/22 Cavalryman mounted
MP/23 General /Officer mounted
MP/24 Grenadier mounted

ARTILLERY PIECES

for 20 mm Figures

A/1 6 pdr Field Piece ('Marlborough" period)
A/2 9 pdr FieldPiece('Marlborough'period)
A/3 Saker (EnglishCivilWar)

ARTILLERY PIECES

For 25 mm Figures

A/4
A/5

9 pdr British Field gun (Napoleonic period)
8 pdr French Field gun (Napoleonic period)

Infantry packs •29p
Cavalry packs 33p
Cannons: 20mm-40p 25mm 44p

U.K. Post & Packing Rates
up to-50p 9p £f26 to £8-00--30p
•51p to £1-25 - -16p over £8-00- post free

Catalogue
•15p post paid (U.K.only)
•50p post paid (Overseas
airmail)

The Square. Earls Barton, Morthampton. England. Telephone Northampton 810 612



Cockpit canopy
opens to reveal
highly detailed
cockpit area,
instrument panel
and pilot

POLISH LANCER.
TheMmmf-gu'e isofa lancerofthe 1'.:
theOWGuardwhosharedNapoleon's t>
at Elba. •

FRENCH GUARD.
ThsFrench Grenadier belonged to the1st
Regiment ofFootGuardsformed m1KM, and
makes a beautifully detailed Mmmmodel.

MATILDA TANK.
TheMkIIInfantry Tank achieved fame onmany
fronts intheSecond WorldWar.Markings
suppled are for those Mati'daswhichservedin
the Western Desert. HO/OO scale.

The world's biggest range ofconstruction kits

Every detail ofthe
undercarriage is
superbly reproduced.

MOSKVA.
This Russian anii-submanne
wartarc helicopter carrier-

maximumspeed 30 knot-,-came
mta service in 1968. She has

provision for30helicopters.

Desiith(Print &Design) LTD., 121.Commercial Rd.. Southampton. SOI OGH. England
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